a memory cache, a distributed block cache, and a long-term
archival storage service.
More information can be found at factories.freelogy.org.
n

Wide-Scale Data Stream Management
Dionysios Logothetis and Kenneth Yocum, University of California, San Diego

Dionysios Logothetis presented Mortar, a platform for
building queries across federated distributed systems. Such
queries are useful for remote debugging, measurement,
application control, and myriad other uses. Mortar allows
operators to aggregate and process data within the network itself, building multiple overlays to process data from
remote sources.
Mortar builds a set of static overlay trees that overlap in
order to tolerate node and network failures. By carefully
building trees, it is possible to generate routes that are
network-aware and resilient at the same time. Mortar avoids
problems arising from static clock skew by using relative
time offsets rather than absolute timestamps. By isolating data processing from data routing, it is possible to use
aggregate operators that are not idempotent or duplicateinsensitive. By using multiple static overlay trees, Mortar is
able to make progress when as many as 40% of the nodes
have failed.
Questions were raised about how queries that require
knowing the source of the data could be implemented. Dionysios replied that such queries are problematic because of
the nature of aggregation itself. Other attendees wondered
whether the system might fail from corner cases in the
heuristics and static tree-based routing. Dionysios explained
that the effect of topology on the system has not yet been
fully studied, so it is hard to give a definite answer.
n

Experiences with Client-based Speculative Remote Display
John R. Lange and Peter A. Dinda, Northwestern University;
Samuel Rossoff, University of Victoria

John Lange presented work on speculatively executing
window events on a remote display. The goal is to reduce
the user-perceived latency when using a remote service. The
predictability of events sent by VNC and Windows Remote
Desktop was presented; VNC appeared to be much more
predictable than RDP. John says that this may be primarily due to the higher level of abstraction that RDP uses,
along with the much lower event rate. A Markov model was
used to predict future events based on past events and user
input. This also allowed control over the tradeoff between
accuracy and latency.
A user study was presented for VNC prediction. Although
not conclusive, the study did show that users are at least
moderately accepting of display errors during misprediction. A question was asked about what constitutes an error.
John explained that an error may be anything from garbage
on the screen to subtle artifacts in the window. Another attendee asked about overhead. John replied that, after train112

ing, there was almost no CPU overhead but there was some
memor overhead.

Third Workshop on Hot Topics in Autonomic
Computing (HotAC III)
Wheeling, IL
June 2, 2008

Summarized by Alva Couch, Tufts University

The theme of this year’s Hot Autonomic Computing
(HotAC) was “grand challenges of autonomic computing.”
By contrast with two prior iterations of HotAC involving papers and panels, this year’s HotAC included short presentations, working groups, and plenty of discussion.
In the morning, selected attendees were given five minutes
each to describe a grand challenge problem in autonomic
computing, how to solve it, and what resources would be
required. Presenters were selected based upon white papers
submitted to the conference organizers in advance. In the
presentations, several themes emerged, including monitoring, composition, applications, and human concerns.
Autonomic systems remain difficult to monitor and the
monitored data remains incomplete. Autonomic system state
remains difficult to characterize and more accurate models
are needed (Salim Hariri, University of Arizona). There is a
need for “adaptive monitoring” that tracks changing needs
(Paul Ward, University of Waterloo), as well as “experimentbased” control based upon making changes and observing
results (Shivnath Babu, Duke University). The resulting
monitoring infrastructure must be scalable and adaptable
to a changing Internet (Fabián Bustamante, Northwestern
University).
It also remains unclear how to compose different control
systems to control one entity, and how to deal with openness and unexpected events. It remains difficult to compose
or combine autonomic systems (Alva Couch, Tufts University) and to deal with unpredictable behavior. An ideal autonomic system might employ scalable co-ordinated crosslayer management (Vanish Talwar, HP) in which control
systems are composed vertically from lower-level elements.
Several application domains for autonomic computing were
explored. Empathic autonomic systems (Peter Dinda, Northwestern University) optimize for perceived end-user satisfaction. Spatial computing (Jake Beal, MIT CSAIL) requires
new languages and abstractions to control a computing
medium in which computing presence approximates a continuous medium. Autonomics can help us construct “Green
IT” computing environments (Milan Milankovic, Intel) that
exhibit reduced energy consumption, lower carbon footprint, etc. Sensor networks can be managed through a holistic strategy that treats the whole network as a single entity
(Simon Dobson, UC Dublin). P2P networks can benefit from
“sloppy” autonomic control mechanisms that “leave well
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enough alone” and only react when basic objectives are not
met (Guillaume Pierre, VU Amsterdam).
Autonomic systems must also enforce human objectives
(Jeffrey Kephart, IBM). Human goals can conflict and require competitive—and not simply cooperative—strategies
(Ivana Dusparic, TCD). Human trust of autonomic systems
remains a key problem (John Wilkes, HP).
At the end of the morning’s discussion, the group voted to
study three issues in detail:
Single self-adaptive system challenges: monitoring
and modeling
■■ Multiple self-adaptive system challenges:
composition and openness
■■ Goals, objectives, and trust: the human side of
autonomics
A working group was convened to study each problem. Each
working group met in the afternoon and presented a report;
these are briefly summarized next.

not like and incrementally refine policy based upon interactions. Even so, requirements are expected to be incomplete and inconsistent. Possible techniques for coping with
this situation include discovering and reporting conflicts
(“asking for help”) and exploring “what if” scenarios with
the user. To ensure trust, systems can be constrained, can
actively reassure users, and can explain their actions.
For more details on the discussions and outcomes of the
workshop, please see http://www.aqualab.cs.northwestern.
edu/HotACIII/program.html.

■■

sin gle se lf -adap ti v e systems
Single self-adaptive systems can now be built, but system
atic methods should be developed for building these systems.
Systematic methods require good models for prediction,
control, error detection/fault diagnosis, and optimization.
Models must describe behavior at different time and detail
scales, for different tasks (e.g., energy, error detection) and
for different degrees of accuracy. Models can be self-learned
or provided by expert human engineers. Models should
describe both the system and its environment. Objectives
need to be clearly defined for accountability, performance,
and reliability of self-adaptive systems.
multiple se lf -adap ti v e systems
Multiple self-adaptive systems might include systems composed of equipment and software from several vendors, with
limited knowledge of one another, and different administrative domains and management objectives. These objectives can potentially conflict with regard to performance,
availability, energy efficiency, security, reliability, resource
usage, and resilience. Potential problems include independent control systems trying to control the same actuator,
indirect coupling through resource shortages, conflicting
policies for interacting controllers, and invalidated models
resulting from unforeseen interaction. Fully understanding
the problem space is in itself a research issue.
goals, o b je c ti v e s, and trust

Findings from the First Annual Storage and File
Systems Benchmarking Workshop
University of California, Santa Cruz
May 19, 2008

Summarized by Avishay Traeger and Erez Zadok, Stony Brook
University; Ethan L. Miller and Darrell D.E. Long, University
of California, Santa Cruz

A growing consensus in the community of file and storage
system researchers and practitioners is that the quality of
benchmarking must be improved significantly. We have
found that there is often too little scientific methodology
or statistical rigor behind current benchmarking, which is
largely done ad hoc. In response, with the goal of improving
the quality of performance evaluation in the field, we held
the Storage and File Systems Benchmarking Workshop on
May 19, 2008, at the University of California, Santa Cruz.
It was sponsored by the Storage Systems Research Center
(SSRC, www.ssrc.ucsc.edu).
This workshop brought together top researchers and
practitioners from industry and academia, representing all
levels of the storage stack, along with statisticians and other
interested parties. The main goals of the workshop were to
educate everyone on the problems at hand and to discuss
possible solutions. Participants presented relevant topics,
and there was much interaction and discussion.
The goal of this effort is improving the scientific and statistical methodologies used. This goal requires little research
in the field, but it does require educating both those who
conduct performance evaluations and those who analyze
results. It also requires program committees and reviewers
to raise the bar on the quality of performance evaluations
in accepted papers. A longer-term goal is to have computer
scientists embrace the rigor of the other sciences. It is essential to be able to validate the results of others. Without it, it
is meaningless to compare the performance of two systems.
All presentations and slides are available at www.ssrc.ucsc.
edu/wikis/ssrc/BenchmarkingWorkshop08/.

At the root of the trust issue for autonomic systems is that
users do not know what they want, nor can they write it
down. Requirements come from users with differing roles,
information needs, and objectives. One potential mechanism for specifying needs is for users to say what they do
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